Keep On The Right Hand Side Of Father
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My sister Nellie has a
Dad caught them spooning in the

beau that's timid
really it's too bad
hall last Sunday
just as he came in
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He says he loves her and he'd like to get on the right hand side of
dad's sin.
"Keep on the right hand side of father"

I heard Nellie say
Went for him pell-mell
And as they fought a-

that advice knows daddy any way
round the hall we heard poor Nellie yell
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Keep on the right on the right hand side of father

Keep on the right on the right hand side of dad

Dad has a left that's awful quick
Is has a kick just like a brick
So

Dad has a left like dynamite
It's murder if he lands it right
So

Dad swung his left on Pat McGee
'Twas murder in the first degree
So

Keep on the right on the right hand side of father
Keep on the right on the right hand side of father
Keep on the right on the right hand side of father
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